Shuttle Bus creeps on Soap students

Kourosh Marbalias

The Anchor

Over the past few months, students have noted a sharp increase in the number of crime incidents that occur on Soap College's campus.

After launching an investigation, Ranchor reporters located startling information that fingers the department of transportation as being behind the attacks as well as recent strange behavior by the new Soap shuttle bus.

Samantha van DeVan ('12) noticed that the bus would follow her around campus and would arrive in front of her dorm door every evening as she would leave for her night class.

“Like, every time I leave, it's waiting for me. I swear it knows my home. It's so sketch—after this, I'll never ride that creeper bus,” she said.

I was walking down University Avenue the other night, and as soon as I passed the library, the bus started right up, added Gerrit Ganess-yoot ('12). “It followed me all the way back to my dorm — every time I walked faster, it sped up too. And when I stopped at the crosswalk to cross the street, it just stopped right next to me, almost like it was daring me to get in,” he exclaimed.

All indications are that the shuttle bus itself is beginning to stalk Soap students. According to a source inside the transportation department who spoke on condition of anonymity, the department is resorting to desperate measures to encourage students to utilize the bus under pressure from the school administration.

“The transportation department is facing numerous consequences if their plan does not succeed,” threatened Soap College President Bubblemann in an internal memo.

Given Bubblemann’s infamous reputation stemming from his myriad unique staff disciplinary policies, the threat carries weight.

The full extent of the department's pressure to perform came to light when a high-placed source deep inside the Soap College Business Office revealed financial documents highlighting that Phlops Dining Hall funds are frequently wired in large amounts to individuals associated with Hobbes College in Big Gush, MI.

Transportation director Marcus Williams was spotted at an after-hours meeting in the Phlops cafeteria, though no explanation exists as repeated requests for comment remain unanswered.

Further investigation concluded that the funds are being used to hire individuals to “encourage students to participate in various campus activities,” according to descriptions written on the money transfer receipts. However, as evidenced by the many campus safety reports of campus attacks and according to students, “They’re thugs,” commented Pikkle Clsson ('09). “I’ve never seen anything like this before,” continued the senior, who was robbed of his LimePudding’s latte last Thursday.

Despite the threats and dangers, Soap students don’t seem to be bowing to the pressure. “I think it’s just, like, dumb, you know?” said Mina Metterich ('12). “Even if there are, like, Hobbesian thugs across campus, we’ll like never ride that gross creeper bus, you know? They’re constantly underestimating us all the time.”

“Yeah” added Sofie Westerveldt ('12).
In an effort to create an unconscious before a discussion about justice and equality, Soap College welcomed Janis Alien to speak to an abstract. She greatly exceeded the school’s expectations and may be re-appointed as a visiting professor next fall.

The administration was most pleased with Alien’s ability to share ideas contrary to the Unreformed Church’s stance on every controversial issue although her refusal to be video-taped will not allow the campus to relive the experience.

Alien’s brilliance and relevance were not discussed after her visit. Instead, attendees have focused their energies on more important things such as their attitude and possible motives than every controversial issue although her refusal to be video-taped will not allow the campus to relive the experience.

Alien’s brilliance and relevance were not discussed after her visit. Instead, attendees have focused their energies on more important things such as the school’s expectations and may be re-appointed as a visiting professor next fall.

The administration was most pleased with Alien’s ability to share ideas contrary to the Unreformed Church’s stance on every controversial issue although her refusal to be video-taped will not allow the campus to relive the experience.

Alien’s brilliance and relevance were not discussed after her visit. Instead, attendees have focused their energies on more important things such as the school’s expectations and may be re-appointed as a visiting professor next fall.

The administration was most pleased with Alien’s ability to share ideas contrary to the Unreformed Church’s stance on every controversial issue although her refusal to be video-taped will not allow the campus to relive the experience.
Ranchor staff hijacks frat bandwagon

Whose Newsroom? ANK’s Newsroom. Whose Newsroom? ANK’s Newsroom. ANK’s. ANK s. ANK s. ANK s.

**David Puddy**

**MoHa**

Well, it’s official – The Ranchor staff has successfully crept onto the fairgrounds of last week’s approval. Using the criteria of leadership, scholarship, and service, The Ranchor has modeled itself after the other already existing Squeak Life organizations on campus.

“Two really a no-brainer,” said Ranchor Co-Editor-in-Chief Susan Ross. “We already play an indispensable leadership role in providing the campus with news, and we have ethical and academic standards for our work that would put the associated press to shame, so that takes care of scholarship.”

But are they prepared to take on service projects like the other Squeak Life organizations? “Sure, we provide a service to the community just like the rest of them, how would people know what we’re... well, I guess we need to pick out some Squeak letters for clothes and用品,” Lloyd Braun replied, “Well, I asked about the next step in the process, Managing Editor Sally Weaver said, “Maybe dress up the binders in creative fashion-wise” said Lloyd Braun. “It’s all about.”

Weaver added, “I don’t think I will ever find love again, ”Vooterberg said, “I mean I am already 22 years old!” After putting Vooterberg back on the bus, VanVeenderlan looked off into the distance as if staring into his own future. Tyassofhijhwski was visibly nervous during her bus ride to the Peninsula. VanVeenderlan explained part of the proposal.

“I took her to Windmill Peninsula, where we first fell for each other, while running in health dynamics I can remember it like it was yesterday,” VanVeenderlan said. “My heart rate monitor was off the charts that day. I took her to the Peninsula, that beautiful piece of land surrounded by water on three sides.”

Tyassofhijhwski was blindedfolded and led up the precast members to Dow Van Windmill to the window. At the top, she met VanVeenderlan, where he removed the blindfold and said, “Okay, you can look now!”

Later, Tyassofhijhwski said, “It was beautiful. You can see so far, past Window on the Waterfront all the way to the sewage treatment plant almost all the way to the pickle factory.”

When she turned around, VanVeenderlan was on one knee with a wooden shoe and asked, “Wooden shoe you marry me?”

Tyassofhijhwski exclaimed “Yes!” and emissions about her mom to fill in the blank groom’s name spot on the wedding invitation for the May 4 wedding.

Applications are now being accepted for season two of “The Soap College Ranchor” to start production next week with the proposal taking place at graduation.

---

RANCHOR STAFF HIJACKS FRAT BANDWAGON

**Sue Ellen Mischke**

Co-Editor-in-Chief

**Asst. Editor Sally Weaver**

“...once [Johnny] joined the same group I was in, I knew we had a bond that was beyond words.”

“Another idea is to help with the fundraisers in which Squeak Life participates.”

“...it’s not. As a new fraternity, the ANKs have a pretty high bar to reach set by the already existent Squeak Life organizations. How will they find acceptance?”

“...and other men. It’s important to put your best foot forward and to convey to your member what we’re all about.”

“Okay, you can look now!”

“Man, it’s gonna be freakin’ awesome” said Kenny Bania. Another idea is to help with the fundraisers in which Squeak Life participates. "Well, yeah I guess that’s expected of us” said Ross. “Let’s see, what is it the others do? I think they’ve got Dance Sprint in the spring and Relay for a Cure in the fall. I’m sure, two days out of the whole year. I guess that’s OK.”

Besides these things the ANKs are taking important steps to fit into their new position. “Well, there’s the lunch table of course. Fighting to stake our claim in Pilgrims Hall isn’t going to be easy,” said Braun.

Other ideas include clothing, "I think we’ll do something creative, something that..." said Veenderlan. “Mia! Say dress up the wheel with bottoms for the girls, and then throw on a baggy and wear ANK sweatshirt on top, (laughs) Is that crazy or what?”

For those interested in joining ANK, come inside, list your reasons. The Ranchor members have a “higher GPA average than the campus as a whole” and they also claim a higher tolerance to “pain, emotional trauma, alcohol, pets, school spirit, also claim a higher tolerance to "pain, emotional trauma, alcohol, pets, school spirit, campaigns against the religious right, Pilpots Hall food, MLA, Parrots, the Soap Fund, fist bumps, and reality.”

For more information, contact them at ranchor@soap.edu.

---

**Milli Vanilli**

GRADUATE ASSISTANT

It was the most exciting season in “The Bachelor” history. Two great girls hoping for a ring by spring from one fantastic man, Pieter VanVeenderlan. It was only six weeks ago that there were 25 single senior Soap College girls hoping for their Mrs by May graduation. But each week girl by girl was eliminated at the wooden shoe ceremony, leaving only you know, the kind that VanVeenderlan would say, “Will you accept this wooden shoe?”

Six weeks later we are down to the final two, Jenny Vooterberg and Koshka Tyassofhijhwski. Most believe that Vooterberg was a shoe-in (pun intended) until the fifth week when during the home visits it came to light that VanVeenderlan was a transfer from Hobbes College.

After failing to win the Hobbes version of “The Bachelor” because she was too wild, Vooterberg transferred so that her dream of a summer wedding could still come true. VanVeenderlan was shocked and looked to the other Soap College ladies. Tyassofhijhwski on the other hand has been working her way into VanVeenderlan’s heart from their first meeting in health dynamics to their first date at PJ’s for coffee and HotBrick for ice cream. During this week’s final show, VanVeenderlan took both the girls on romantic—until-paridates trips to Zeeland and Hudsonville.

The final wooden shoe ceremony took place at Windmill Peninsula where the girls were brought down by the Night Shuttle bus (one of the many inventive ways that Soap College is pushing the use of the shuttle bus). VanVeenderlan first took Vooterberg by the hand and walked her into a field of tulips. You could tell that this was the moment Vooterberg had been dreaming of. Unfortunately it played out more as bad DTR. Vooterberg was distraught during the bus ride home. “I don’t think I will ever find love again,” Vooterberg said, “I mean I am already 22 years old!”

After putting Vooterberg back on the bus, VanVeenderlan looked off into the distance as if staring into his own future. Tyassofhijhwski was visibly nervous during her bus ride to the Peninsula. VanVeenderlan explained part of the proposal.

---

**AN RING BY SPRING — in just six weeks, bachelor Pieter VanVeenderlan finds true love among the only 25 senior Soap College girls seeking their MRS degree to graduate.**

...once [Johnny] joined the same group I was in, I knew we had a bond that was beyond words. — **SUE ELLEN MISCHKE Co-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF**

A RING BY SPRING — in just six weeks, bachelor Pieter VanVeenderlan finds true love among the only 25 single senior Soap College girls seeking their MRS degree to graduate.
Tax evasion money used to buy a big boat

IAG exec inspired by popular music video on YouTube.com

WORTHLESS: Campus group cries out for relevant course offerings

Jose Heartless

Soap College is not preparing its students for the real world, according to returning students from several domestic satellite programs. Over their spring breaks, students stationed in Chicago, Philadelphia, and DC voiced their concerns with Soap officials over seemingly inadequate coursework.

"It's not that classes like cultural diversity aren't important in my internship, but I feel unprepared for the demands of real life work," shared Soap student Thomas Payne. T. Payne is not alone in his displeasure with Soap's curriculum offerings. A newly formed campus group, WORTHLESS (World's Relevant Offerings To Help Students), has addressed this rift between academic offerings and real world applications.

"We want classes that will prepare us for the important work we do day in, day out at our internships," said Chicago intern Sar Kelly ('99). WORTHLESS's recommendations include: Crosby 101, Gmail Chat Etiquette, Copying/Collating Efficiency, Mail Sorting, A-Z, and Feigning Enthusiasm for Tasks Well-Below-One's Ability.

"With this portfolio of classes, I will at last be able to succeed in an intellectually devoid entry level job," voiced Kelly. Other students have echoed the need to include new practical requirements for all majors. DC Congressional Intern Joe Sixpack ('10) has personally advocated reforming the fine arts credit. "When I have to fold 5,000 letters about abortion, Origami would help a lot more than worthless cello lessons."

Soap's Administration has been balanced to the calls for class-load reform. While Dean Clean did not respond to calls from the Ranchor or WORTHLESS, President Bubbleman has been more forthcoming. "Honestly," shared Bubbleman, "Whatever we can do to help students succeed in a world that respects merit and embraces weak alumni relations is completely necessary."

When pressed that adding non-academic classes might weaken an already unhireable liberal-arts degree, Bubbleman was quick to comment, "The college has already added the women's studies major, so I think that precedent has already been set."

The FBI suspects that Nauticosono is living in London, but has recently been seen sailing on the coast of South America. One last question that remains unanswered is: He is taking the War on Terror into his own hands?
New senior sem classes: Welcome to Walmart

Ollama’s new plan for success: Guinness record for spending tax payers’ money

Jules Moxie

In an effort to help seniors prepare to enter the job market of a failing economy, Soap College has introduced a few new senior seminar classes to the fall curriculum.

Replacing “World Leaders of Tomorrow” will be a class entitled “Would You Like Fries With That?” This class will be an intensive study in the making and serving of America’s favorite fast food side dish: the french fry. Students will be instructed on the basics: how to operate a deep-fryer and how much salt to add to the vat.

“I’m so excited about the new senior seminar classes!” exclaimed Soap College student Billy Smith ('10). “I’m graduating next year, and even though I’ve spent over $100,000 in tuition, I have to be realistic when it comes to getting a job. I’m glad to see that Soap is helping us with this. I’m pumped about my new french fry class!”

Also offered in the fall will be a class entitled “Welcome to Walmart: Would You Like a Flyer?” This Seminar, which will replace “Future C.E.O.’s: How to Become a Successful Business Person,” will instruct seniors on how to greet customers at the supermarket and point out daily specials like “25 cents off ham.” “Buy 50 rolls of paper towels, get one free.”

“I just applied for the greeter position at Walmart,” said Soap College student Kelly McCartney (’10). “I’m a bit scared that I won’t get the job though—there were so many other applicants. The job pays well too! With a salary like $7 an hour, I should have my student loans paid off by the time I’m ready to retire! What a relief.”

Accompanying these new senior seminar classes are an array of anti-motivation-al banners that will be hung throughout campus in the fall.

Banners read: “You Too Can Earn Minimum Wage.” “Instead of Reaching For the Stars, Reach Out A Drive-Through Window,” and “Don’t Kid Yourself, Kid.”

Dan O’Well

Guest Righter

Ever since President Ollama won the presidency last fall, Bill has been fixed around only one idea: spending money. Even though there are dozens of other issues plaguing our nation today, he doesn’t seem to be concerned about those. All that seems to matter to him is signing legislation that will effectively throw around billions of dollars for basically no reason.

With our economy in great shape and consumer confidence levels at all-time highs, it simply adds to the mystery of why Ollama is so determined to outspend every prior U.S. president combined—within his first 100 days of office. So why is he trying to do all of this?

While there is a huge amount of speculation as to what his true intentions are, most speculate that he is trying to get his name into the Guinness Book of World Records, which sources say is his favorite literature to read when the stress level inside the White House becomes unbearable. Also, it is the only book officially endorsed by community activist group ACORN.

The most troubling part of this isn’t that he is using his executive powers for his own fame, because let’s be honest: every president is guilty, it just depends on what each tries to do. Bill Clinton used his to keep Osama bin Laden alive, and George W. Bush took the big city of New Orleans off the map.

In order to get such a large sum of money floating around, Ollama was obviously forced to call upon Congress for action, and they were more than willing to give our president the kind of assistance he needed.

While it’s an insult to the American people that such a large spending bill would be signed without anybody actually being able to read it in its entirety, it’s very obvious that Congress knew this going into it, and they by all means took advantage of the situation. For example, Congress allocated $64 billion for the Wisconsin Wildlife Foundation, an association whose primary function is to prevent the destruction of the grizzly bear’s natural habitat. Also, $78 billion was spent on the Klondike Fund, which is designed to pay for unlimited Klondike Bars for all members of Congress during each legislative session.

Finally, Congress gave $111 billion for Obama’s personal aquarium, which contains everything from dolphins to manatees, and hammerheads to stingrays, all which live together in peaceful harmony.

I understand that nature is important, but some of these items are outright blasphemy, such as the Klondike Bars. If our government really wants to make things better, they should not be a little more responsible about how much they spent on the harm in giving some financial help to schools or to our deteriorating infrastructure?

The exact amount of the bill totaled $787 billion, which was actually less than the originally proposed amount. The original bill would’ve included an additional $94 billion for the Nancy Pelosi’s own charity, an organization that gives money to anything and everything that could earn her an extra vote in the next election.

If Congress were simply more responsible about how they spent money, I don’t think there would be such unrest in our country. They’ve been taking advantage of us financially for years, and it needs to end. There is absolutely a great deal of glamour in winning a world record, but that’s not what the American presidency is for.
Famous person dicusses accomplishment

Adrian Smithson, a renowned person, granted the Rancher an exclusive interview this week while visiting Hope's campus on a tour of some kind. Smithson, who is this year’s recipient of a prestigious prize, discussed the drawbacks of being considered important in her field.

“It can be really strange,” Smithson said, “for so many years you’re a nobody, just pushing papers so to speak, and then suddenly someone recognizes you for your accomplishments and your peers respect you and you start getting recognition. It’s like a whole new life I’m living now.”

But recognition has not changed Smithson’s passion for what Smithson considers a very important and universal thing. “I do what I do to help people. My work is for people to understand, to enjoy. I’ll never lose sight of that, no matter how many awards I get.”

Smithson admitted that Smithson was not always pointed in her current direction. “When I was in college, I was a psychology major. And while some people might consider psychology kind of related to what I do now, in a lot of ways it’s worlds away,” Smithson said. Smithson did let on that Smithson has just finished Smithson’s most recent project, which Smithson hopes will be met with critical acclaim.

Since Smithson’s project is “not something that can really be glimpsed in the literal sense,” students can assume that Smithson’s project is not a book that they can check out at the library. When asked if Smithson would consider Smithson an artist of some kind, Smithson laughed and said, “I mean, what is art anyway? I try to stay away from lofty abstracts and just do what I do. So no. But in a way, yes. I’m an interpreter.”

Although the word interpreter seems at first glance to designate a clear area of expertise, Smithson went on to say, “I take pieces of information and study them and combine them into one and offer them to the community. I try to make something useful and celebrate life, of beauty, of death, of ugliness. It’s all part of the process of what I do.”

When asked to define for the layman what it is she does exactly, Smithson demurred, saying that there is no such thing as a layman and that even children would find her projects relevant.

Smithson offered a few words of advice to college students. “Go for your dreams,” Smithson said, “I know it sounds crazy, like who does that? But look at me. How many millions of people dream about doing what I do? And here I am! Living proof that you have to try.”

Greenland number one exotic spring break hotspot

Every year when spring break rolls around, students flock Michigan and head off for cushy vacations where they can completely forget about the bitter winter they have just endured—at least for a week. I, too, enjoy a break from the ludicrous Netherland weather, so back in December I went to Google and searched “Top Spring Break Locales.”

I found a top link that looked promising and clicked on it, trying to predict the number one hot spot before the page loaded. I was surprised to see Nuuk, Greenland, as the number one location. Listed immediately below were all the places that I had always been told were the best: Cancun, the Bahamas and Miami.

Thinking there had to be some mistake I quickly went back to click on the second link. Again I was proved wrong when Nuuk was number one. After six more sites pronounced this tiny little capital the number one place to be for spring break, I decided to do some research.

Though its population is small (57,000 people), the opportunities are endless. It’s a chance to get away from the craziness that we experience as college students. I was worried about getting bored and seeing all that was offered in a few days, but my fears were soon laid to rest. Greenland is the world’s largest island, encompassing 840,000 square mile, making it more than three times the size of Texas.

Even though it was only dark for about six hours every night (Greenland is approaching the Arctic Circle), I was worried that some of my friends would laugh at me, but when I told them where I was going, they were all begging to come. I even found one person to snap into my suitcase as I was getting ready to leave for the airport.

I ended up having the spring break of a lifetime in Greenland. Though I was traveling alone, there were many other college students there and we all banded together. During the day we would go on mink-whale hunting and humback whale safaris—someone even got to participate in a hunt!

On my second day there I got certified to drive a dog sled and used that as my mode of transportation the rest of the trip. Since I wasn’t dependent on anyone for transportation, I was able to explore the island for myself. I definitely experienced the deafening silence that was so heavily advertised.

Exploring on a dog sled was the adventure of a lifetime. One afternoon I was much farther north than I realized and I stumbled across a sign that said “North Pole, 440 miles” with an arrow pointing north. I was super excited to think that I was a mere 440 miles from Santa Claus’ home and thought about forking over the extra cash for a private jet to take me to visit him. However, in the end I decided it was better for me to eat than to see Santa.

In addition to seeing some reindeer, though, I also got to experience seeing a mother polar bear teach her cub how to hunt. I’d always heard that polar bears are the most dangerous land mammals, so I stayed away initially. I was frightened that my life would be cut short when they saw me, but instead they came right over and offered me a Coca Cola.

I even made it to the beach a few days, taking advantage of the 20,000 miles of coastline Greenland has to offer. Though the average Atlantic temperature is a balmy 38 degrees Fahrenheit and the average air temperature is 17, I was still able to take advantage of the bright sun.

Even though it was only dark for about six hours every night (Greenland is approaching their four months of constant sun), I caught some incredible glimpses of the Aurora Borealis, something I’ve never seen before.

Upon my return to campus, I was overwhelmed by my friends asking for details and pictures of my trip. As selfish as it sounds, I didn’t want to have to share my little piece of paradise that I’d found north of the Arctic Circle.

I told them it was dull and that the only perk was that Netherland’s temperatures now felt like shorts and t-shirt weather. Se- cretly, though, I knew that I will be journeying to Nuuk many more times for more spring break adventures.
There has been a large amount of gossip rumbling across campus these last few weeks. I've heard complaining in the dorms, in the chapel, and at the cafeteria. Students are talking about Soap College's "green record," and what I've heard isn't pretty.

"I heard that littering has gone up by 25 percent," I overheard a cheerleader saying. "Yeah, but how much of that is just drunken frat boys throwing their fourth meal wrappers out the car window?" her friend replied.

"Oh no, I was told it's not just students littering on campus," the cheerleader said. "I heard there is a list of, like, 16 convicted litterers that live within three blocks of campus."

This is only a sampling of the type of fear recent events have caused in students. Last week a member of the Netherlands community broke into D-BUG Art Center and was found littering near the women's bathroom. The female student who found him was able to clean up the mess and call the authorities, but what if she had not been so lucky?

These events have not only brewed fear, but also suspicion amongst Soap College students. Why is it that we are informed by email about minor occurrences such as falling icicles, but are only briefly notified on KnowSoap about major littering problems on our own campus.

Is Soap College attempting to cover up our littering situation? I can see how their poor grade on last year's "green record" could motivate them to stifle such accusations. After all, good grades on our "green record" help draw in students and make Hope eligible for grants from the U.S. government.

But is Soap's administration doing more harm than good? After all, how can we expect to truly "go green" if litterers are allowed to roam through campus? Couldn't Soap take stronger measures by monitoring trash and recycling stations?

We as students have to play our role too. Hold each other accountable to the trash and recycling regulations on campus. If you see someone littering, report the incident to the authorities. And most of all, make sure you stay informed. The C.R.U.D. reports aren't always accurate, and KnowSoap warnings can oftentimes be easily missed. If you want a squeaky clean campus, we have to keep our eyes open and work together.

Sitting Bull believes that a safer, cleaner Soap College starts with safer cleaner students. Don't forget to shower!
**INSIDE YOUR LIVES**

**The Rancho**

April 1, 2009

**Inside Your Lives**

In a big step towards being viewed as normal, history professor Peter Kowalski showered today.

Kowalski

**Little Jani**

Little Jani Stipe was honored with "Best Smile" in her second grade class. In the anonymous vote, Stipe topped arch rival Priscilla Borne by a mere two votes.

Sullivan

In an unexpected move, Suardo Young is claiming to be "not guilty" on his charges of being overweight and having bad hair.

**Sullivan**
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